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We describe strategies for the construction of bacterial computing platforms, by
describing a number of results from the recently completed BACTOCOM project.
In general, the implementation of such systems requires a framework containing
various components such as intra-cellular circuits, single cell input/output and cell-cell
interfacing, as well as extensive analysis. In this overview paper we describe our approach
to each of these, and suggest possible areas for future research.
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1. Introduction
Various natural computing paradigms exist that are inspired by biological
processes (e.g., artificial neural networks, immune systems, genetic algorithms,
ant colony algorithms (see [13] for a review)). However, we can now go further
than mere inspiration: instead of developing computing systems that are loosely
modelled on natural phenomena, we can now directly use biological substrates and
processes to encode, store and manipulate information.
Since the work of Adleman [1] and others, the feasibility of using biological
substrates for computing has been well-established (see [2] for a review). More
recent work on synthetic biology [4, 7, 14, 36] has shown that the living cell may
now be considered as a programmable computational device [5, 16, 19], capable
of sophisticated, human-controlled individual and collective behaviour [6, 10, 51].
However, such biological engineering is inherently difficult, due to the nature of
the biological substrate. Attempts at rational design are often thwarted by factors
such as crosstalk, cell death, mutation, noise and other external conditions [39],
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2and bio-engineers sometimes adopt what has been called a “design then mutate”
approach [25].
The BACTOCOM (Bacterial Computing with Engineered Populations)
project1 outlined a framework for engineering biological computation, by
harnessing the inherent stochasticity of the underlying biological system. Here,
we discuss the proposed system, describe its implementation, and draw lessons
from our experiences.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give an overview of
the BACTOCOM conceptual framework. In the Sections that follow, we describe
a selection of system components (specifically, internal cell logic, and cell-cell
interfacing), as well as over-arching issues such as analysis. We conclude with a
discussion of how this work might be developed in the future.
2. BACTOCOM framework
The overall aim of BACTOCOM was to develop a relatively self-contained,
semi-autonomous biological computing platform, which should be capable of
constructing simple logic circuits in E. coli bacteria. Early related work in this
area [24, 56] used a combinatorial approach, in which genetic circuit components
were “shuﬄed” or “evolved” in order to achieve the desired behaviour. Although
this approach is capable of generating functioning circuits, it is limited by the
need for repeated intervention, in the form of the evaluation through screening of
intermediate circuits. The ambitious goal of BACTOCOM was to limit the need
for such human intervention, by embedding within the system itself a method
for evaluating the “quality” of assembled circuits. We now briefly describe the
BACTOCOM scheme.
In Figure 1 we give a schematic overviewof proposed system functionality.
Fundamentally, we sought to allow a population of bacteria to “evolve” (in
the sense of performing an adaptive search on a landscape) by facilitating the
construction and sharing of functional genetic circuit components. This process
both informed and was informed by computational modelling and simulation of
system components, in a tight feedback loop.
Implementation begins with a population of E. coli bacteria, which forms the
core of our “computer”. We engineer a set of computational plasmids – circular
strands of DNA representing “components” – which may be combined together
within the cell to form a simple logical circuit [50]. These components may be
exchanged between individual bacteria via the process of conjugation; the transfer
of genetic material via direct cell-cell contact [33, 54]. By introducing large
numbers of these computational plasmids, we initialise the system. Over time,
the bacteria integrate the components into their genomes, thus “building” logical
circuits. The “output” of these circuits is measurable, and by defining “success” in
terms of correlation with a desired signal profile, we allow successful components
to flourish via a process of selection. Our intention was that this selection would
not be performed manually (as before), but by an in-built comparator device,
1 Three-year project, supported by the European Commission, FP7 FET Proactive, Bio-
chemistry-based Information Technology (CHEM-IT) initiative, project number 248919. Website
at http://www.bactocom.eu
3which increases a cell’s output of “good” combinations of computational plasmids
(which may then be taken up by neighbouring cells). By controlling the desired
signal profile, we direct the random search of the population towards novel, robust
computational structures.
3. Cells implementing logic
In previous work, Leibler’s group proposed a combinatorial procedure to screen
genetic networks showing digital behaviour under selected inducers [24]. For this,
they generated a library of five promoters containing different operator sites, and
joined them to the coding parts of three repressors. In this way, they generated 125
different circuits, some of them implementing logic gates such as NAND, NOR or
NOT. Interestingly, they found that the same circuit topology, but with different
proteins (i.e., kinetic parameters) would sometimes yield two different logic gates.
The construction of synthetic gene networks in our system relies on the
assembly of characterized regulatory elements, using rational design principles.
It is important, therefore, to analyze the scalability and limits of such a design
workflow. To study the design capabilities of our proposed libraries of regulatory
elements, we earlier developed Genetdes [41], the first automated design approach
that combines such elements to search the genotype space associated with a
given phenotypic behavior (this corresponds to the “Computational plasmids”
component of Figure 1). We used an updated version of this software to calculate
the designability of dynamical functions obtained from circuits assembled with a
given genetic library [42]. We dissected the functional diversity of a constrained
library, and found that even such relatively simple libraries can provide a rich
variety of potential behaviours.
As we have established, given a library of regulatory elements, it is possible
to construct many circuits with various dynamical behaviours. However, some
behaviours occur more often than others. To quantitatively analyze this, we
computed the designability of a set of useful behaviours [42]. We constructed
a more reduced library of regulatory elements, in order to assemble all possible
circuits up to three genes and process their dynamics. Remarkably, the library
involved promoters that had been previously characterized and even used for
engineering various synthetic circuits in the bacterium E. coli. Interestingly, we
found that a limited registry could encode a large number of behaviours. After
this initial work was performed, it was further developed into the AutoBioCAD
system for the automated design of gene regulatory circuits [44]2.
The most significant challenge of the project involved the construction of
a comparator device, which would allow us to fully “automate” the search for
useful circuits (as opposed to performing it in silico), by comparing the output of
circuits assembled in vivo with some external reference signal (for example, the
presence or absence of a heavy metal pollutant). This would then allow for the
repression (or otherwise) of the replication of the computational plasmids, and
required the design and construction of an exclusive-OR (XOR) gate in a single
cell. With hindsight, this was an over-ambitious goal at the time, and single-
cell XOR implementations have been described only relatively recently [5, 48].
2 Available for download at http://jaramillolab.issb.genopole.fr/display/sbsite/Download
4Bonnet, et al., citing [5], describe the inherent difficulty of such a task, due to the
problems of “reusing regulatory molecules within the self-mixing environments
of individual cells . . . a single-cell two-input XOR gate . . . required controlled
expression of four gate-specific regulatory molecules from four plasmids” [8].
Put simply, our proposed implementation would have required the development,
testing and integration of too many new “parts" with the time and resources
available to the project, and this only became apparent once we were already
underway.
In summary, the construction of this device proved to be extremely
challenging, and we decided to broaden out the scope of the project to investigate
(a) alternative methodologies for circuit construction, (b) new analytical methods,
and (c) new forms of cell-cell communication (including consideration of multi-
cellular computation, which would address at least some of the issues inherent to
single-cell computation). We now describe aspects of each of these new areas.
(a)Alternative circuit construction methods
Alongside work on gene networks, we investigated the use of RNA for the
purposes of constructing intra-cellular circuits. A grand challenge in synthetic
biology is to use our current knowledge of RNA science to perform the automatic
engineering of completely synthetic sequences encoding functional RNAs in living
cells. In [44], we report on a fully automated design methodology and experimental
validation of synthetic RNA interaction circuits working in a cellular environment.
The computational algorithm, based on a physicochemical model, produces novel
RNA sequences by exploring the space of possible sequences compatible with
predefined structures. We tested our methodology in E. coli by designing several
positive riboregulators with diverse structures and interaction models, suggesting
that only the energy of formation and the activation energy (free energy barrier
to overcome for initiating the hybridization reaction) are sufficient criteria to
engineer RNA interaction and regulation in bacteria. The designed sequences
exhibit non-significant similarity to any known noncoding RNA sequence. Our
riboregulatory devices work independently, and in combination with transcription
regulation, to create complex logic circuits.
Developing this work further, we also investigated small RNAs (sRNAs),
which can operate as regulatory agents to control protein expression [45]. We
developed a physicochemical framework, relying on base pair interaction energies,
to design multi-state sRNA devices by solving an optimization problem with
an objective function accounting for the stability of the transition and final
intermolecular states. Contrary to the analysis of the reaction kinetics of an
ensemble of sRNAs, we solved the inverse problem of finding sequences satisfying
targeted reactions. We showed that our objective function correlates well with
measured riboregulatory activity of a set of mutants. This has enabled the
application of the methodology for an extended design of RNA devices with
specified behaviour, assuming different molecular interaction models based on
Watson-Crick interaction. We designed several YES, NOT, AND, and OR logic
gates, including the design of combinatorial riboregulators. For an overview of
work on the automatic design of synthetic biology regulatory systems, see [43].
5(b)New analytical methods
In parallel with this work, we also investigated, using mathematical modeling,
the quantitative aspects of gene regulation via sRNAs that are essential for
engineering synthetic circuits [47] (see also [32]). We analysed the temporal
characteristics of stress responses, not only in theory, but also by quantitative
experimental analyses, and found that sRNAs can be responsible for a pronounced
delay in the accumulation of their target gene transcript, which ensures a
rapid decline in mRNA levels once external stress triggers are removed. These
kinetic properties allow the system to selectively respond to sustained stimuli
and thus establish a temporal threshold. Biological information is frequently
encoded in the quantitative aspects of intracellular signals, a mechanism that
becomes exquisitely relevant for reprogramming cellular networks. Starting from
a minimal model of one sRNA interacting negatively with one mRNA, more
complex scenarios can be implemented to exploit the regulatory potential of
synthetic sRNA networks. Coordinated regulation of functionally related proteins
optimizes cellular responses, and is typically thought to be established by a shared
regulator simultaneously controlling the expression of multiple genes. We explored
the possibility for post-transcriptional co-regulation of multiple mRNAs by a
common sRNA which inhibits translation and/or triggers mRNA degradation
[47]. By deriving an analytical approximation for the steady state, we showed
that sRNAs establish gene expression thresholds that lie in the same concentration
range for all target mRNAs, even if their sRNA affinities differ significantly.
We also studied several different types of oscillator, as these form well-
established functional units that have been used extensively in synthetic biology
[12, 16, 20, 38]. We performed several mathematical and experimental studies
of the microbial circadian clock [11, 26], established that reliable single gene
oscillation is possible without a requirement for negative feedback [35], described a
synthetic transcriptional clock that works in vitro [18], and studied experimentally
the behaviour of a synthetic oscillator under temporal perturbations [45]. All
of these studies contribute to our understanding of fundamental underlying
processes, serve as models for how to design more holistic networks of gene
regulation and growth dynamics, and further develop principles of effective
“insulation” between biochemical subsystems, which will be critical for the
synthesis of larger and more complex systems.
4. Cells exchange components
Cells are (and can be used as) programmable computational devices. Basic
programming instructions can be delivered to cells by means of (for example) small
diffusible molecules (inducers or co-repressors), in order to switch on or off single
inputs. However, delivering more complex instructions becomes progressively
harder. Intracellular transmission – when the receptors of the chemical signals
are transcription factors or regulatory RNAs – also suffers from a limited
number of independent signals that can be used for transmission. Moreover,
circuit generation by the use of coupled I/O devices suffer usually from the
problem of impedance matching [56]; that is, the differences between the range
of concentrations of a modulator produced by the output of a device and the
6required input concentration range of the next. Chemical signaling (for example,
by quorum-sensing (QS) messengers) is limited by the number of orthogonal
(mutually non-interfering) signals. All these problems result in severe difficulties
when trying to build complex circuits within a single cell. Thus, scientists and
engineers are progressively turning to engineering microbial consortia in order to
be able to build more complex circuits [9, 10, 40, 51].
There are two main types of channel for cell-cell communication, which we can
call non-programmable (small molecules or peptides that can be sensed in just one
way), or programmable (if they contain DNA and, therefore, incorporate a new
“program” when they enter a cell). As we have just discussed, chemical signals have
been used (e.g., quorum sensing signals, pheromones), but these have relatively
low informational content, lack of diversity, and are inherently global (relying, as
they do, on diffusion). They will not be discussed any further here. Programmable
channels are doubtless superior, in that the input signal can be more information-
rich and specific, and thus capable of triggering different or even opposite effects
in target cells [37]. Programmable channels are specific types of nano-machines
that bacterial cells use naturally for cell-cell communication. The most important
processes that bacteria use for cell-cell communication are called transformation,
transduction and conjugation, which correspond to three types of channel (three
distinct physical layers): naked DNA, bacteriophages and plasmids. Here, we focus
on the last of these.
The genetic information in bacterial cells is usually encoded in a single
chromosome, that is, a circular DNA molecule of roughly 5 million base-pairs
(b.p.), enough to contain five thousand protein-coding genes. Besides the main
chromosome, most bacteria contain additional autonomous, small, dispensable
DNA molecules called plasmids [49]. Plasmid sizes range from about 1,500
to 250,000 b.p. (1.5-250 Kb). Plasmids usually carry genetic information for
adaptive genes, such as antibiotic resistance, virulence, utilization of rare food
sources, degradation of xenobiotics, etc. Besides that, of course, they carry the
genetic information necessary for their own survival. This includes genes for DNA
replication, stability, propagation and establishment in new bacterial cells [17].
Plasmid conjugation is therefore a communication protocol between bacteria.
It is naturally used as a powerful mechanism by which bacteria acquire new,
preformed genetic information that can be used as an adaptation tool for
facing changing environmental conditions. For instance, bacteria rapidly become
resistant to antibiotics by acquiring plasmids with pre-formed genes or operons
that result in antibiotic resistance. Being a natural process, conjugation has been
continually optimized by evolution (for thousands of millions of years). Evolution
resulted in sophisticated conjugation systems, displaying several properties that
are of significant interest for the engineering of biological circuits.
We require precise control over the conditional replication of plasmids inside
cells, the idea being that cells containing “good” circuits would produce more
copies of their plasmids (which would then be taken up by other cells). We
constructed several plasmids that were able to coexist together in the same
cell. Importantly, their replication could be repressed by TetR (a repressor
protein), which allowed for very fine control over their numbers, and they could
be independently selected. We also developed an innovative new method for
estimating conjugation rates that is faster and less noisy than the classical method
7[15]. Following this work, we focussed on exploring further the capabilities of
conjugation per se as a useful communication scheme for more general-purpose,
multi-cellular computing.
5. Multi-cellular computing
As the field of synthetic biology matures, it is increasingly moving away from
“single-cell” solutions, and towards the use of collections (or “consortia”) of
engineered microbes [3]. These multi-cellular solutions allow us to transcend the
fundamental limitations of single cells, and facilitate a “division of labour” across
mixed populations. One of the key challenges, therefore, is the engineering of
communication between cells. In this Section, we describe our computational and
experimental contributions to this area.
(a) Simulation platforms
Programming intercellular communication between bacteria using conjugative
plasmids (as described in the previous Section) was a central aspect of the
BACTOCOM project. A central question of interest concerned the rate of
propagation of specific conjugative plasmid in a microbial population. Such
questions are often approached via mathematical modelling or computational
simulation, but the only simulator available to predict plasmid transfer dynamics
in bacterial populations on solid surfaces [30] was not considered to be adequate
for our purposes. We therefore developed the computational tools capable of
simulating these conjugation-based multicellular systems. In order to minimise
risk, and to ensure that our results were not influenced by a particular simulation
paradigm, we developed platforms that used both continuous space (DiSCUS:
Discrete Simulation of Conjugation Using Springs) and discrete space (BactoSIM
I and II). Both platforms used an individual-based modelling (IBM) approach.
The earliest platform for individual-based modelling of microbial populations
was BACSIM [28]. This was further developed by members of Kreft’s group
[29] and by researchers in TU Delft [55]. The simulator’s most recent version,
iDynoMICS [31], specialises in biofilm growth and development. Relatively recent
IBM approaches to microbes allow for the simulation of rod-shaped bacteria [27,
46]. With respect to the specific simulation of conjugative plasmid propagation,
there exist relatively few studies [30, 34]. The first paper, in particular, modelled
conjugation using an interacting particle system. This system ignores the physics
of microcolony growth, and uses a grid with simple cellular automata like rules
that prevent growth once a cell has no free space. At a macro level the model
fits biological data and provides a predictive framework to understand plasmid-
bacteria interactions. However, we sought a more realistic handling of physical
properties of the system, which led us to our first package.
(a.1)DiSCUS
DiSCUS (Discrete Simulation of Conjugation Using Springs)3 is a simulation
framework designed to represent bacterial growth, movement and horizontal gene
3 Available from http://code.google.com/p/discus/)
8transfer [22, 23]. This simulator is implemented using an agent-based model
(ABM) approach. This allows the software to handle each cell individually.
The simulator combines the management of intercellular interactions with the
operation of intracellular genetic networks. The goal is to better understand and
predict the behaviour of bacterial colonies in the biology lab. In this Section
we describe how our simulation platform has been used to study single-cell and
multicellular behaviour in the context of engineered bacterial logic gates.
DiSCUS represents bacterial cells as rod-shaped objects and implements
conjugation. Physical forces between cells (occurring when they are joined during
conjugation) are modelled as springs. Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are
introduced inside every cell independently, so that each bacterium runs its own
copy of a genetic circuit. Conjugation events occur during the normal growing
activity of the cells. The frequency of these events is governed by probability
distributions that are tuneable for each cell type. These frequencies can be
validated with experimental results and tuned by the user. Another feature that
was included in the simulations is the possibility of reshuﬄing cells in order to
obtain new donor-recipient pairs.
DiSCUS is written in Python and uses the physics engine Pymunk to model
the physical interactions. DiSCUS is the first platform, to our knowledge, to offer
the possibility of simulating conjugation dynamics in rod-shape bacteria. So far,
it has been used to study a population-based, reconfigurable logic gates (without
conjugation, Figure 2) [22] and a multicellular comparator (using conjugation,
Figure 4) [23]. We now briefly discuss the result in Figure 2; this work concerns
the possibility of engineering multi-functional genetic devices, which may switch
between modes of operation depending on some external signal (although this
example does not illustrate the full potential of the system, as it does not
consider conjugation). In [22] we describe a device which may be switched between
NAND/NOR behaviour, depending on the concentration of input signals (that is,
the underlying circuitry remains constant, but its behaviour switches depending
on the concentration range of the inputs it receives). This builds on our previous
work on continuous computation in genetic devices [21], and allows us to address
the common lack of constant input signals in such systems (that is, input signals
may only “exist” for a brief period, as they are often based on “bursts” of molecular
signals, which rapidly decay). We propose a single circuit, which is engineered into
a host bacterium, and which comprises a combination of the NOR gate described
in [51] and the toggle switch from [19] (Figure 3). The circuit takes in two different
molecules as inputs, the presence of either corresponding to a 1. These are then
fed into the NOR circuit, which (depending on the value of the inputs) induces
a change in the state of the toggle switch. The entire circuit produces a “high”
(1) signal by default, in the absence of any input signals, and is kept high by the
state of the toggle switch. As soon as either input to the NOR gate equals 1, the
output signal is “pulled low” to 0; once both high-valued inputs are removed, the
circuit defaults back to the “high” (1) state, and the toggle switch is flipped again.
In this way, only a brief “spike” in the output of our inverter is sufficient to flip
the toggle switch - there is no need for constant input.
We simulate a population of cells containing this engineered circuit, using
an agent-based approach that considers a mono-layer of cells. The simulation
considers physical factors such as cell-cell pressure, collisions, cell movement,
9walls and so on. The output of each cell is signalled by the production of green
fluorescent protein (GFP), which causes cells to “glow” green (light corresponding
to an output value of 1). The simulated surface is divided into quadrants (Figure
2, lower), and each quadrant contains a different combination of input signal
molecules. As we first consider the NOR case, it is clear that we should see an
output of 1 only in the quadrant where both inputs are equal to 0; the simulated
population is innoculated in this quadrant, and gradually grows (through cell
division) to occupy the entire surface (time proceeds on the x-axis). We see that
the cells occupying quadrants where either (or both) inputs are equal to 1 do not
give off light (equivalent to an output value of 0); the few cells in the top-right
corner that are doing so have actually been pushed into that quadrant by other
cells.
Importantly, we show how a simple change in the definition of a “high” input
value (1) can switch the circuit’s functionality from NOR to NAND. The key to
this is the fact that the NOR circuit uses a particular molecular concentration to
represent 1; by significantly reducing the input concentration, the circuit “flips”
(without modification into NAND mode (the specifics of how this works are
beyond the scope of this review paper, but full details are given in [22]). In Figure
2 (top), we see the results of another simulation, this time for the NAND case, in
which we can clearly see that the only quadrant in which the cells are not “on” is
(correctly) the one in which both inputs are equal to 1.
Figure 4 (from [23]) shows a similar multi-cellular simulation of a distributed
XOR gate (comparator). This implementation does use conjugation, which
facilitates direct cell-cell transfer of genetic information. We distribute the
comparator over three connected NOR gates, which are engineered into separate
bacterial strains (one of which contains the GFP reporter gene). As shown in
Figure 4, we observe light only in the cases where the inputs have different values,
which is the correct behaviour.
(a.2)BactoSIM
We now consider the BactoSIM I and II simulators, which operate in discrete
space. These two simulators are spatially explicit, individual-based models of
bacterial conjugation using a discrete representation of time and space. Both
models share many features. Space is defined as a discrete grid where agents are
placed and evolve through their local interactions. Each agent is described as a
state vector which is updated according to the model rules that take into account
the local agent state and the states of neighbour agents located at adjacent cells.
The rules for updating the states of each individual represent metabolic processes
such as nutrient uptake, growth, reproduction and conjugation of each bacterial
cell in the colony. It also takes into account non-metabolic processes such as
nutrient diffusion. Conjugation rules and the final purpose of both simulators are
the main differences between both models. Both simulators are written in Java.
BactoSIM I is being developed using the REPAST open source framework for
asynchronous execution of the simulations4.
4 The code for BactoSIM I can be accessed from https://code.google.com/p/haldane/ and
BactoSIM II from the LIA web page at http://www.lia.upm.es/index.php/simulators
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(b)Droplet computation
In addition to these computational studies, we undertook experimental
work on the encapsulation of E. coli bacteria within microemulsion droplets.
Specifically, we engineered a system based on quorum sensing (QS) to implement
a spatially extended communication system [53]. QS has been widely used in
synthetic biology applications [6, 51, 52], and our experiments augment this work
by showing how the slow diffusion of chemical signals from one “compartment”
to another might be used to implement directed pattern formation and/or
distributed cellular computing at scales much smaller than those possible in
purely acqueuous media (thus making such constructions both “faster” and
“smaller”). In addition, our approach demonstrates the potential for partitioning
sub-populations of bacteria within the same media, allowing for engineered
consortia containing cells with very different environmental requirements.
6. Summary and Conclusions
In this review article we have presented a (necessarily incomplete) snapshot of
key results from the BACTOCOM project. We performed foundational work
on artificial oscillators and RNA-based gene regulation, shed extra light on the
specific dynamics of bacterial conjugation, provided core infrastructure for the
future simulation of multi-cellular computing systems, and performed important
early work on droplet computation. In terms of sustainability, results from
BACTOCOM form the basis of three new FP7 projects; Plaswires5 (which
investigates the use of plasmids as “wires” connecting computational cells),
Evoprog6 (which uses phage and bacteria, combined with microfluidics, to
implement in vivo directed evolution) and RiboNets7 (which looks at RNA-based
devices).
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Figure 1: BACTOCOM schematic.
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of single-cell NOR gate with toggle switch
and GFP reporter.
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Figure 4: DiSCUS being used to simulate the operation of a multicellular
XOR (comparator) gate (from [23]).
